Two different uses, one common goal.

Whether you use it as a classic whiteboard, or you’re turning your conference room into an interactive space, the R5 Series Interactive Whiteboard is made to bring an old practice into the future of technology. Paired with your device and IdeaMax software, the Interactive Whiteboard makes it easy to bring your ideas to life.

A display made for your space.

R5 Series Interactive Whiteboard works with three different kinds of projectors, so you can pick the hardware that best fits your space. Select from regular throw, short throw and ultra short throw projectors to get your message on the board and to your organization.

Use hot keys to unlock hot features.

Using the hot keys along the side of the display, you can access a variety of features with ease. Just touch one button and instantly take your Interactive Whiteboard to the next level of collaboration.

That doesn’t even scratch the surface.

Just like traditional whiteboards, the R5 Series Interactive Whiteboard is made with a porcelain steel surface to be more durable. This magnetic surface is extremely resilient and able to pass the “car key test” without a single mark. The low gloss surface ensures your entire team can clearly see your ideas from any seat.

Interact any way you want in any color.

R5 Series Interactive Whiteboard proudly comes with completely tech-free pens, allowing you the freedom to keep interacting without the need for specific tools. The intelligent tray uses high-technology sensors to detect the color you want to draw or write with.
Instantly connect your ideas to your device.

Use USB ports to connect your device to your Interactive Whiteboard and HDMI to connect your screen to the projector. The USB connection carries touch signals from your whiteboard and instantly saves them to your computer. The projector uses an HDMI connection to let the entire room see your ideas in high definition.